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What are we speaking about?

Fatigue

� Drowsiness

� Lack of watchfulness

� Weakness: sometimes when the police is unable to 
explain how a crash occurred, its report mentions t hat 
« the driver must have had a blackout »
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Some definitions

� Fatigue : a growing difficulty to continue to perform a 
specific task. The remedy is to rest (e.g. to stop every 2 
hours while driving for a long journey)

� Drowsiness : to be unable to remain awake. The remedy is 
going to sleep. Even for a period of time of only 2 0 to 30 
minutes it's very efficient.

� Weakness : physiological trouble which could lead to a 
faint.
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Some data

- Data from the French Motorways Companies Associatio n:

- drowsiness would be at the origin of 1 crash out of 3 on 
motorways,

- every year 28% of the drivers would have experiment drowsiness 
behind the wheel,

- 11% of the drivers would have experiment a « near crash »

- Data from the French National Interministerial Roa d Safety 
Observatory:

- the item taken into account is: « weakness-fatigue »

- this item would be at the origin of 8% of fatalities on the 
French road network (18% on motorways).
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More detailed data (1)
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Drowsiness: when during the day (24 hours)?

- Drowsiness exists in the night of course, 

� - But in the day as well, especially after the lunch

� - The phenomenon is more likely to appear in case of  
« sleep debt »

� More than 1/3 of French people are sleeping less 
than 6 hours per night, which is not sufficient (in  
average),

� When a long driving journey is planned (e.g. 
holidays), it's important to sleep well the nights 
before. 
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More detailed data (2)
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Conclusions
� Stop and sleep as soon as you have: reiterated yawn s, 

eyelids movements, etc...Drowsiness is there!

� Sleep at least 15 minutes minimum

� Drowsiness risk is more important during the day than 
during the night (post-meal drowsiness)

� Stop every 2 hours to fight against fatigue

� French campaigns in summer 2011 to raise awareness 
about drowsiness: “stop and sleep” is the only solut ion

� Opening the window and/or listen to the music loudl y are     
not solutions. 
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Fore more details :

http://www.securite-routiere.gouv.fr/

Thank you for your attention


